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OVERVIEW

Access: The collection is open under the rules and regulations of the Institute.

Provenance: Donated by Unknown

Property rights: The Institute for Regional Studies owns the property rights to this collection.

Copyrights: Copyrights to this collection is held by the Institute.

Citation: [Identification of item]. Sam H. Clark Collection (SC 980), Institute for Regional Studies, North Dakota State University, Fargo.

BIOGRAPHY

North Dakota author and publisher of Jim Jam Jems and Red Ink, born 1880 in Little Falls, Minn., later lived in Bismarck, N.D., died 1944.

SCOPE AND CONTENT

Four term papers on the life of Samuel H. Clark, two papers have parts concerning North Dakota authors Bruce Nelson and Vera Kelsey. Clark was financially involved with Governor Bill Langer.
BOX AND FOLDER LIST

Four term papers on the life of Samuel H. Clark, two papers have parts concerning North Dakota authors Bruce Nelson and Vera Kelsey. Clark was financially involved with Governor Bill Langer.
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